
THE SMART SOLUTION
FOR SECURITY

The ability to quickly and effectively communicate is vital for the success of your organization. 
Deliver the tools, even when conventional means are unavailable with Regroup Mass Notification.

One of the most crucial aspects of a successful security force is the ability to communicate quickly, 
safely and effectively. Lacking the proper tools can hinder even the most well-trained officers from 
carrying out their jobs properly.

Traditionally speaking, two-way radio communication has been one of the most common practices for security 
officers. While the technology is constantly advancing, unfortunately, so is the cost to upgrade existing systems. 
Regroups mobile platform eliminates the need for costly upgrades by harnessing the power of technology you 
already have in place. Regroup’s robust cloud-based platform offers a far more potent solution and puts an end to 
typical interference issues and dead zones. Plus, it’s surprisingly affordable —no matter how large your workforce.

COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY THAT KEEPS UP WITH YOUR DEMANDS

THE SECURITY SOLUTION THAT DELIVERS

FOR SECURITY PERSONNEL

As simple to use as texting
More discreet than radios
Smaller footprint than radios
Quickly and accurately send critical alerts
Instant Man Down or Panic Button alerts

FOR ADMINISTRATORS AND SUPERVISORS

Quick Message templates for accuracy
Routine messaging and reminders
Geo-targeted messaging and alerts
Extensive reporting features
Effectively communicate and manage local 
incidents and response



Regroup gives you the power to send important alerts and routine notifications through SMS/text, email, mobile 
apps, RSS posts, push notifications, voice calls and various other integrated delivery methods.. Additionally, you 
can easily create unlimited groups, administrators and templates in the system to organize the contacts you need 
to reach.

For organizations entrusted to protect some of the most valuable assets, Regroup goes above and beyond 
traditional methods of communicating by providing advanced customization, comprehensive reporting 
geo-targeted alert technology and two-way communication via our Mobile App.

STAY SAFE AND INFORMED WITH REGROUP

With our partnership with FEMA, Regroup’s Mobile App allows officers and managers to send important 
notifications wherever they are, even when cellular towers are overloaded or power is out.

Send Critical Alerts On The Go

Set up Quick Message Templates to allow your organizations to get the word out faster and more accurately — 
especially during critical events.

Quick Message Templates

Harness Regroup’s two-way communications to respond to alerts from your officers in the field, deliver details 
instructions and get critical feedback instantly.

Real-Time, Two-Way Communications

Activate alerts from NWS, NOAA and IPAWS to automatically trigger advanced warnings to your team in the 
event of severe weather conditions.

Activate Federal Alert Technology

Use Regroup’s Geo-Fencing feature to alert team members in a targeted area. You can also send alerts to 
those entering or leaving the area, automatically.

Geo-Fencing for Safety

Administrators and supervisors can use Regroup to send operational updates, training reminders and more 
to the entire workforce or specific groups.

Routine Communications and Reminders

Regroup’s reporting feature delivers extensive insights on message delivery and responding activity. It can 
help you achieve stronger accountability company-wide.

Comprehensive Reporting

Regroup’s Automatic Translation feature delivers your message in the language best suited to your recipient, 
ensuring clear and concise communication.

Translate Messages Automatically

Learn how we can help you better protect your clients and your personnel.
Schedule a no-obligation demo with us to see how Regroup can help your 
security organization better communicate each day and in times of crisis. 

www.regroup.com/demo


